Deutsche Precision LLC. Creates Automatic Label Generation

Precision and Speed
Deutsche Precision, LLC. began manufacturing quality auto parts in 2011. As a growing company they needed a way to quickly and accurately print labels for the orders they received. Prior to using Bartender Professional software, they were using excel spreadsheets to manually enter shipment data. The company chose to integrate their Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system with the label making software. This integration saved the company time, resources and order entry error.

Small Project with a Big Impact
“The main reason we used Datix, was basically time management,” Carl Milligan, Director of IT for the Deutsche Precision project said. “We were using excel to create our labels before.”

Deutsche needed a consulting firm understood the functionalities of the two programs for complete integration of their automatic label generation.

Michelle Edwards, coordinates Deutsche Precision’s shipping.

“I print out approximately 365,000 labels per week,” Edwards said. “The integration system saves me about 4-6 hours a week because I don’t have to print each label and cut them down to size.

Effective Integration
“Epicor integrates very well with Bartender label software. You can easily auto-populate a label and print all from Epicor. This saves a large amount of time,” Paul Arthur, lead project consultant for Datix, Inc. added.

After completing the order process in Epicor, a system user will select “ship” and labels will be generated and automatically printed.

The ideal applications, for this type of integration are EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and the shipment labels.

Fast Facts
Solution: ERP Integration
Product: Bartender Label software
Industry: Car Parts Accessories & Manufacturing
Location: Maryland Heights, USA

Labels Printed: Approx. 365,000 per week
Time Saved: 4-6 hours per day

“So much of our business depends on shipping quickly. We needed software that would help us get parts out to customers ASAP.”

-Michelle Edwards, shipping coordinator for Deutsche Precision

About the Company
Deutsche Precision LLC. is the United States division of a European manufacturing group. They produce and ship quality auto parts throughout North America. Deutsche is guided by principles of efficiency and customer satisfaction. Their embrace of technology has allowed them to continue to hire and expand order fulfillment capabilities.